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Abstract 
Let CL be an irrational number between 0 and 1 with continued fraction [0, al + 1,~. .]. 
The characteristic sequence of x is by definition an infinite word f over the alphabet (0. 1 }, 
whose nth letter is [(n + 1)cx - ncr], n > 1. A.A. Markov has proved that f has a representa- 
tion ~‘=uIu~..., where uo=O, UI =O”‘l, u~=(u~-I)~~~‘u~~-~u~-_I, n32. On the other hand, 
A. de Luca has proved that f =(&)‘I- (F2)03 (F4)a5 . , where x0 = 0, XI = 0”’ 1, xn = (x,_ I )“‘I 
~~-2, n>2. Although these representations look different, they have one thing in common with 
each other - the un’s and the xn’s are g-words. The class of cc-words associated with the ir- 
rational number a was introduced by the author in an earlier paper. In this paper, we prove 
a general representation theorem of the suffixes of f which involves a-words. Some known 
representations, including the above mentioned ones, are special cases or consequences of it. 
0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Let A be an alphabet and let A* be the free monoid over A. Let E denote the empty 
word. For WEA*, let 11~1 denote the length of W. A word x is said to be a p~ejix 
(resp., su#L~) of a word w E A*, denoted by xb, w (resp., x dS w) [24], if there is a 
word y such that w =xy (resp., w = yx). Write xcp w (resp., x cS w) if x 6, w (resp., 
x <,s w) and x # w. A word x is said to be a factor of a word w E A* if there are 
words y and z in A* such that w =zxy. Prefixes, suffixes and factors of infinite words 
can be defined similarly. 
Let T (resp., -) be the shift (resp., reversion) operator on A* defined by 
T(c,c, ‘. C,)=C*“~Cncl, 
(C,CZ..’ c,)-=cn.~~c2cI, 
where CiEA, ldi<n, n>l. For k>,2, WEA*, let Tk(w) = T(Tk-‘(~)). A word x 
is said to be a conjugate of a word w E A * if there exists an integer k such that 
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x = Tk(w). In other words, x is a conjugate of w if there are words u, v E A* such that 
x=uv and w=vu. A word wEA* is apalindrome if w=E or w=W. 
In the rest of this paper, A is taken to be (0, I}. 
Let a be an irrational number with 0 < c( < 1. The characteristic sequence of CI is an 
infinite binary sequence f whose nth term is [(n + l)a] - [na], n > 1. Let f,,, denote 
the suffix of f obtained by deleting a prefix of f of length m. 
Let a = [O,al + 1, a2,. . .] be the continued fraction of X. 
A word w E {O,l}* is said to be an nth-order a-word with initial pair of words 
(l,O), nal, if there is an n-tuple r=(rI,r2 ,..., r,) and a sequence {zi}:,_, of words 
in (0, I}* such that 
each ri, is an integer, O<i”i<ai, 1 <idn, (1) 
z-1 = 1, zo = 0, w =zn, 
Zi =(Zi-_l)a’-“Zi-_2(Zi-l)r’, 1 <i<n. 
We denote w by w(v) and call Y the label of w. Both 0 and 1 are also considered as 
a-words. 
When CI = (6 - 1)/2, we have al = 0, a,, = 1 for all n 22, and the set of a-words 
is precisely the set of Fibonacci words [3-61. 
We will prove a general representation theorem for fm in terms of cl-words 
(Theorem 3.1). By choosing appropriate values for the parameters r,+l, r,+z,. . . in this 
general representation, we obtain new and old representations of f,,, as special cases. In 
the Markov-type representations (3)-(6) and (22), the sequence r,+l,r,+z,. . . is taken 
to be of the form 0 , . . . ,O, 1,1,. . . (the O’s may not appear). In the zig-zag-type repre- 
sentations (9)-( 15), the sequence r,+l, r-,+2,. , except perhaps for the first few terms, 
is taken to be of the form ak, O,ak+z,O,. . In the de Luca-type representations (8), 
(14), (15), (17), the X;;‘s are used. Undoubtedly, each of these representations have 
very nice patterns. Besides, we also find that the representations of the form (9) have 
maximal or minimal property with respect to the lexicographic order. From (12), we 
obtain a nonincreasing product of Lyndon words. (The proofs of these two assertions 
will not be included.) Also, from the appearance of (8) and (17) we are very much 
convinced that they are useful in solving the Hofstadter extraction problem [ 151 (see the 
concluding remark). 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout the paper, let 
q-1=1, qo=l, 
qn=wn-1 +qn-2, n>l. 
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When a=(~/-1)/2=[0,1,1,... 1, {qn} p IS recisely the sequence of Fibonacci numbers 
{F,+r } defined by 
FO= I, F, = 1, F,,=F,_l f Fn-2, ~132. 
The following notations will be used to denote some particular z-words. Let 
x0 =o, x1 = Ur = WI = 0”’ 1, 
x n = 4Al), 
un = w(O, L,- I >, 
if n is even, 
“’ = { 
W(O,u2,...,0,un) 
w(O,a2,. ,O,a,_r,O) if n is odd, 
where n32, Ok (resp., lk) is the k-vector whose components are all 0 (resp., 1) 
Lemma 2.1. (a) Let n 3 1. Then 
(i> alqo + a3q2 +. + unqn_l =qn - 1, if n is odd. 
(ii) a2qt fa4q3 +...+u,q,X_l =qn - 1, zyn is even. 
(iii) ulq0 + u2ql + u3q2 + . + anqnel + url+lqn = qn + q,+l - 2. 
(iv) 41 + q2 + ‘. + qn-I + qn Gqn + qn+1 - q1 - 1 <qn+2. 
@I Every m 30 can be expressed us m = C:‘, r,q,_ 1 where rI, r2,. . , r,, are integers 
satisfying ( 1). 
Proof. Part (a) follows immediately from the fact that 
ui+lqi =(4i+l - 4i), 1 <i<n. 
Part (b) was proved in [l 11. 0 
Basic properties of a-words that are needed in this paper are listed in the following 
two lemmas. From part (b) of Lemma 2.2, each m-word of order n is a conjugate 
of x,. Part (c) of Lemma 2.2 are sometimes called the canonical palindrome factor- 
ization of w,. Some basic relations between a-words and the characteristic sequence ,f’ 
are given in Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 2.2 (Chuan [7]). Let n>, 1 and let Y = (YI,Y~, . ,m) satisfy (1). 
(a) Iw(~)l = qn. 
(b) w(v) = T”‘(x,,), where m = C:=, r,q,-1. 
(c) Each r-word is either a palindrome or is a product qf tM’o palindromes. Such u 
,fuctorization is unique. In particular, 
w, = 
1 
z,y, if n is odd, 
Yfi% iJ’ n is even, 
where yn, z, , n > 1, are palindromes. w,, and yn+l d@er only by the lust (resp., 
first) letter iJ’ n is odd (resp., n is even). 
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(d) The set of all a-words is closed under T and -. More precisely, 
(w(r))-=w(al -rl,a2--r-2 ,..., a,_1 -r,_l,a,-r,). 0 
We remark that each a-word w, can be used to determine factors of the characteristic 
sequence f [7]. 
Lemma 2.3. (a) a-words are factors off. 
(b) xl,xn,j, n32, 1 <jda, andxz, n 33, are prefixes off; ~2~ (resp., it2nf1,3C2n__1, 
X2,,,), n> 1 are prefixes of Of (resp., 1 f, lOf,Ol f ). Here xn,j =~5!_~x+2. 
(c) f = limx, = limx,2, Of = limwz,, lf = limW2n+i, 1Of = lim&_i, Olf = lim&. 
0 
For the proof of part (a) of Lemma 2.3 and other results about factors of f, 
see [l, 7, 9, 201. The assertion about x,, in parts (b) appears in many papers, for 
example, [2, 12, 17, 21-23, 25, 261. The assertion about w, in parts (b) are proved 
in [7, 171. Part (c) follows from part (b). 
Some known representation theorems of fm will be mentioned in the next section 
as special cases or corollaries of our main representation theorem. 
3. Main theorem and corollaries 
Here is our main representation theorem of the suffixes of f in terms of cc-words. 
It asserts that each sequence r-1, r2,. . . satisfying certain conditions defines recursively a 
sequence of a-words w(m), w(r,+l), . . . such that the suffix fm off can be constructed 
by pasting rk+l copies of w(rk), kan, together in the order as given by (2). The infinite 
sequence i-,+1, rn+2,. . will serve as parameters. 
Theorem 3.1. Let r1, r2,. . . be a sequence of integers with 
ri # 0 for injinitely many i’s, 
O<ri <Ui, i3 1. 
For n > 1 and m = Cy=, riqi-1, we have 
fm = w(rn)rm+lw(r,+l)‘n+z . . . , 
where ri = (rl,rz,. . . ,ri), i> 1. Cl 
To prove Theorem 3.1 we need the following lemma. 
(2) 
Lemma 3.2. Let n> 1, m= xi”=, riqi-180 with r=(rl,r2 ,..., r,,) satisfying (1). 
Then w(r)an+l is a prefix of fm. 
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Proof. Let 21 be the prefix of f of length m. Then 
VW(r)a”+’ 6,) L’W(Y,O, 0) 
= ~‘Y(x,+z) (by part (b) of Lemma 2.2) 
GP x:+2 (by part (a)(iii) of Lemma 2.1) 
cP f (by part (b) of Lemma 2.3). 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let 2: be the prefix of f of length m. For ja0, let 
vj = z’w(Y,)r,-‘w(Y,+,));+z . . . W(Y,+,)I’n+“‘. 
We prove, by induction on j, that Uj is a prefix of ,f. 
By Lemma 3.2, ~0 is a prefix of f. Suppose j 10 and u,-~ is a prefix of ,f. Let 
ntj n+j 
s=/v-,I=m+ C riqi_l=CriqiPI. 
I=n+l !=I 
By Lemma 3.2 again, Uj_\W(P,+,)rn+/+i is also a prefix of .f. EI 
Some special cases of Theorem 3.1 are worth mentioning. 
The following two corollaries generalize Markov representation theorem of f [27] 
and a well-known limit theorem of ,f (Lemma 2.3(c)), respectively. The proofs are 
left to the readers. 
Corollary 3.3. Let m= Cy=, riqi_1 20 where r=(rl,r2,.. .,rfl) satisj5e.Y (1). Let 
k> 1. Then 
f = DW(l~,Ok)W(Y,O~, l)w(r,Ok, 1,1) . 
= UW(U)W(V, l)w(u, 1,1) . , 
u,herr v is a pwfix off of length m. 
(3) 
(4) 
In particular, for n 22, 1 < j<a, and x,,_, =x~_,x,,_~. 
.f = XnW(On, 1 MO,, 1,1> . 
=xn,j~(Onp2, l,j)w(O,-2,l,j, 1MO,-2,l,j, 1, I)... . 0 
Corollary 3.4. Notations as in (3). We have 
.f, = kl@, w(r, Ok ). 0 
When m = 0, n = 1, Y = 0, (4) is the Markov representation 
f =u,u2”’ 
and Corollary 3.4 reduces to Lemma 2.3(c). 
(5) 
(6) 
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We remark that each of the representations (3)-(6) can also be expressed in terms 
of P(q), i> 1 for some fixed s. For example, (4) can be written as 
j-m = TS(Un)TS(Un+l)TS(U,+2).'., (7) 
where 
s=m-(ql +q2+...+qn-1), n3N, 
N 
N is an integer such that m = c riqi_1, 
i=l 
and Y = (~1, r2,. . . , TN) satisfies (1). 
It turns out that (7) contains the representations of f,,, for the case CI = (a - 1)/2 that 
was proved by Chuan [4, Theorem 8(b)]. 
A representation of f which involves the ;C,,‘s is given in the following corollary. 
It also reduces to Markov representation when CI = (& - 1)/2 since X, = u,, for n > 1 
in this case. 
Corollary 3.5. 
f = (~~)“‘(x~)“‘(~2)a’(jr3)a~ . . . . (8) 
Proof. Taking 
m=al, rl= 1, Yi=ai, i>l 
in Theorem 3.1, the result follows from part (d) of Lemma 2.2 and the fact that Oal 
is a prefix of f. Cl 
By letting 
a,+k if k is odd, 
rntk= 
0 if k is even, 
k>l 
in Theorem 3.1, we arrive at another corollary. 
Corollary 3.6. Let m = CF=, riqi-1 > 0, where Y = (q, r2,. . . , r,,) satisjies (1). Then 
fm = w(r)a"+lw(r, a,+l  0)“n+3w(r, a,+l, 0, an+3, 0)an+5 . . 0 (9) 
Example 3.7. If 0 6 m <al, r = m or Y = (m,O) in (9) then 
f = Omw(m)@w(m, a2,0)‘4w(m, a2,0, a4, 0)06 . . (10) 
= Omw(m, O)@ w(m, 0, a3, 0)“5 w(m, 0, a3,0, a5, O)a’ . . . (11) 
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In particular, 
m=al: f=(;t())“‘(Wp(Wzg” “‘) 
aI >l, m=al - 1: f=(xo)a1-1(~~)“‘(X4)UC ..., 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
where xa = wo = 0. Here we use the fact that 
1 
w(a1 - l,O,as,O )...) O,a,_,,O), n is even 22 
and al 3 1, 
x, = 
w(O,ar - l,O,a4 ,..., O,u,_1,0), n is odd 23 
and ai = 0. 
which is a consequence of parts (b) and (d) of Lemma 2.2. For al = 0, taking n = 3, 
r=(O,uz - 1,O) and m=u2 - 1 in (9) we have 
f = (;,)a2-‘(~s)Q(&)“” . . . (15) 
Both (14) and (15) can also be derived from Corollary 3.5. (14) gives de Luca rep- 
resentation [S, Corollary 4. l] 
f =t,t2... ) (16) 
where tl = (Z$ni ~ I (2~)~~ is a palindrome and f, = (?x?~~)‘*~+‘, n 3 2. 
It can be shown that the representation of fm given in Corollary 3.6 is maximal 
(resp., minimal) with respect to the lexicographic order if n is odd (resp., even) in 
the sense of de Luca [8], who proved the minimality of the representation (16) with 
respect to the lexicographic order. 
It has been shown in (8), (14) and (15) that f has a representation in terms of Y,,. 
n > 1. It turns out that the same is true for its suffixes. 
Corollary 3.8. Let m = Cz, rjqj_l where Odv;,<a,, i> I. Let bi =a;-r;, i3 1. Thm 
To prove Corollary 3.8, we need the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.9. For n 30, le2 
10 if n is even, 
d, = 
01 ifn is odd. 
Then x,_~x,d,‘=x,x,_~d~~,~,,f, for all n31. Here WV-‘=u ifw=uv. 
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Proof. When n = 1, x,x0 = On,&, while ~0x1 = O@d,. Therefore, the result holds in this 
case. 
Suppose n> 1 and suppose x,_lx,d;’ =x,x,_~d;?,. Then 
xnxn+,d,-:, = xnxn an+lx,_ld;~, 
=~,a~+~x,,x,_,d;~, 
=x an+lx,_,x,d,l n 
= x,+,x,d,‘. 
This proves the first part of the lemma. The second part follows since X,X,-~ GPx,+, 
Gpf. 0 
Lemma 3.10. Let d = Cy=, biqi-1, where 
O<bi<ai, 1 <i<n. 
Then x:_, . . .xp2x,$ is a prejix off of length d. 
(18) 
Proof. We proceed by induction on d. Clearly, the result is true for O<d <ql. Now, 
suppose that d >ql and suppose the result is true for all nonnegative integers less 
than d. Let d = xi”=, biqi_1, where 0 < bi < ai, 1 < i < n. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that b, > 0. Since x, is a prefix of f, it is clear that x:_, is a prefix of 
f of length b,q,_l . Let 
n-1 
dl =d - b,q,-I= C biqi_1. 
i=l 
If dl = 0, then we are done. If dl 3 1, let 
By inductive hypothesis, w is a prefix of f of length dl . By part (a)(iii) of Lemma 2.1, 
dl dq,_2 + qn_, - 2. According to Lemma 3.9, 
w is a prefix of both x,-2x,_, and X,-,X,-~. (19) 
(Note: x,-2x,-, may not be a prefix off .) Now, 
Xn+, =x,a,+‘x,_, =x;:,xn4x;n+ -1 Xn-I 
=x ~,x~l~b”x,_2x~“l-‘x,_,. 
(a) If b, <a,, then (19) and (20) imply that 
X,b”, q&x,-,x,-2 Gp&+I <p f. 
(b) If b, =a,,, then (19) and (20) imply that 
xk,w< x b, 1p .-IX,-2X,-l =X,X,-l .p <X n+l <Pf. 
This proves the lemma. 0 
(20) 
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We remark that in Lemma 3.10, the case in which 
h, = (I, =+ h, _, = 0, 2<i<n (21) 
has been obtained by Brown [2]. The expression of d in terms of the ql’s with coefh- 
cients satisfying (18) and (21) and b,, # 0 is called the Zeckendo~f’representution of 
d with respect to x [l 11. 
Proof of Corollary 3.8. Let n 3 1 be such that Q = 0 for all i > n. Let d = c:‘=, u,q,_ i 
-m= x:1, h,q,_l. Let w=(~~)~~(X~)~~(%)‘~ ~..(Xn_~)“l,. By Lemma 3.10, IV is a suf- 
fix of (Q’(.u,)“~(z#J “. (x,l_,)oJ, of length d. Let 13 be a prefix of (Y~)“I ( X~)LIL( T2)“a 
” (Y,I-,)“~J of length m. Then 
1’M,=(~g)a’(X,)[~Z(X2)U3 .(y,,_,p. 
Therefore. it follows from Corollary 3.5 that 
f’ = 1’I.\~(.~,,)all-‘(~,,+,)~11-2 . 
Consequently, the result follows. q 
When x = (~‘5 - 1)/2 and the expression of m in Corollary 3.8 is the Zeckendorf 
representation of m with respect to Y, Corollary 3.8 reduces to a representation of the 
suffixes of the gold sequence obtained by Hendel and Monteferrante [ 14, Lemma 51, 
who used it to prove the modified Hofstadter extraction conjecture for this x. It was 
also used in [5]. In [13], the Hofstadter extraction problems was solved partially for 
x = ~4 - I. It is conceivable that Corollary 3.8 is exactly the tool we need to solve 
the Hofstadter extraction problem [IS] in a more general situation. 
In addition to (5) and (6), Lemma 2.3(b) and Corollary 3.8 lead to the following 
representations as special cases of (4) and (9): 
.f’ =.+(o,1-2, l,a,, l)w(O,-2,1,&I, 1,l) . (22) 
0 1 ,f’ = X*,,( z?& #*“+* (&+s)Q~+’ ) (26) 
where ~2 B 3 for (22) and n >, 1 for the rest of them. These representations can be proved 
by choosing an appropriate value of m and a representation of m in terms of the q,,‘s. 
For example, letting m = 2q, = qn_2 + anqn_-l + qn in (4) we have (22); letting 
m = /&,_I 1 - 2 = q2n-l - 2 
=(a1 - l>qo +a3qz +u5q4 + ."+a2n-lq2n-2 +oq2,-I 
in (9) we have (25) for the case at > 1. 
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Each of the representations given in this paper except (2) has proofs independent of 
Theorem 3.1. For example, (23) follows from Lemma 2.3(c) and the fact that 
aZ”+Z %+4 Qrn 
W2m = W2t~W2~+lW2~+3 ’ ’ ’ W2m__l~ m>n, 
which can be proved by induction. However, it is remarkable that all these seemingly 
different representations which have been proved by different devices, are special cases 
or consequences of a single general representation theorem whose proof is simple. 
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